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Reduce your recurring maintenance 

costs with landing gear solutions that 

provide increased durability. Increase 

your operational safety with DART’s 

emergency flotation systems and 

cable cutters wherever your oper-

ations take you. Stay tuned for our 

upcoming new products.

H135/EC135
Airbus Helicopters



1  Tri-bag™ emergency float system with integrated liferafts

Offers external liferafts for added safety during overwater missions and Tri-Bag™ float 
design for better buoyancy and safe salvage operations. Excellent aftermarket service and 
exchange program make DART the industry leader for emergency float systems.

 - Significant weight reduction over competition
 - Cabin space savings with integrated liferafts
 - Longer maintenance intervals
 - R&O services available

OPTIONS AVAILABLE:

 - With or without liferaft
 - Hoist guards
 - Auto inflation
 - Skid extensions
 - Float system pull cable test tool
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2  Crosstubes

DART now offers replacement Standard Low and Mid-Height Crosstubes compatible with 
both DART Round-I-Beam™ and OEM Skidtubes. Easy to install using OEM-style saddles 
with clamps, our Crosstubes come with factory-installed supports for ease of replacement. 
Our design offers maximum corrosion protection by mean of improved alloy and primer. 
DART Crosstubes are not life-limited; they are to be replaced on-condition.

 - Available in Standard Low and Mid-Height
 - Available with or without saddles
 - Comes out of factory-installed supports
 - Tube made of high strength aluminum alloy 
 - Protected with high performance anti-corrosion primer
 - Crosstubes can be replaced as a set or on an individual basis
 - Compatible with OEM saddles, steps, skidtubes and floats.
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3  Skidtubes

DART Round-I-Beam™ skidtubes are 10x stronger and full length wearplate protection 
comes standard. Designed to accommodate extreme conditions involved during military 
operations, the central I-beam web absorbs the impact on landing in order to maintain the 
tube integrity.

 - Available as a PMA or STC installation
 - DART standard skidtubes available
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FEATURED PRODUCTS



4  OEM replacement wearplates

Offer full compatibility with OEM Skidtubes at a cost saving.

 - Direct OEM Replacement
 - Standard and float skidtubes wearplates available
 - Tungsten carbide welds for additional wear protection
 - Competitive pricing
 - TCCA-PDA
 - Full-length heavy duty STC option coming soon
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5  Cable cutter system

Prevent possible wire or cable strike on flight controls.

 - Added safety
 - Lowest acquisition cost and shortest lead time
 - Includes upper, lower cutters, wiper and skidtube mounted deflectors
 - Optional GPS antenna mount
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6  Series 500 compressor wash

Various Wash System types available to suit your operations needed. 

- Offers precision compressor blade maintenance ideal for hangar or tarmac use 

- Reduce engine operating and overall costs 

- Increase performance with regular compressor blade maintenance
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7  Bearpaws with wearplates

 - Keeps tail high in soft terrain to prevent tail strikes
 - Lightweight & durable
 - Easy to install without skidtube modification
 - Wearplates included
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8  Tools & Ground Support Equipment

Work with DART's 3,500 maintenance tools and equipment.

 - Shortest lead times
 - Target to ship within 24 hrs
 - OEM-level quality
 - Reduced acquisition cost over OEM 
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HUGE SAVINGS!



(D) means IN DEVELOPMENT

H135/EC135
Airbus Helicopters

Product overview

GEAR UP
 - Bearpaws with Wearplates

 - Cable Cutter System

 - Electric Swivel

 - External Liferaft System

 - Firefighting Bucket

 - Nubbins Receiver

 - Long Lines

 - Remote Cargo Hook

 - Tri-Bag Emergency Float System  
w/ or w/o Liferafts

TUNE UP
 - Crosstubes (Standard Low, Mid-Height)

 - DART Wearplates

 - OEM Replacement Wearplates  
(Standard, Heavy Duty) (D)

 - Skidtubes (standard only)

TOOL UP
 - Aircraft Disabling Device

 - Airframe & Rotor Tools

 - Engine tools

 - Shop Maintenance Kit

 - Wash System

 - Stands And Trolleys

CONTACT US

1270 Aberdeen St., Hawkesbury,  

ON K6A 1K7, Canada

T. 1 613 632-3336 / 1 800 556-4166

F. 1 613 632-4443

sales@dartaero.com

dartaerospace.com
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GEAR UP
Equip your aircraft for optimal performance.

Whatever or wherever your mission.

TUNE UP
Stay operational. Stay ahead. Maintain your aircraft

with performance-elevating parts.

TOOL UP
Get the tools and GSE to match your aircraft

and all your maintenance crew needs.


